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RiskQ Inc. is partnered with the NowSecure automated mobile app security testing solution. NowSecure allows 
our security professionals to have the unprecedented ability to automate static and dynamic analysis for Android 
and iOS apps on real devices. By installing and running the apps on physical Android and iOS devices in the cloud, 
rather than emulators, the reports include more accurate results based on real-world scenarios. With those results, 
developers don’t waste time chasing down false positives and with remediation guidance included with every 
finding, know exactly what flaws to fix and how.

The solution empowers users with clear results that map to industry standard app vulnerability and weakness 
classifications. The results link to standards including CVSS, OWASP, NIAP, and CWE.

The NowSecure Lab delivers results in minutes, faster than any other mobile app testing product or service 
available today — the report offers guidance on how mobile developers can then fix those flaws quickly and easily.  
RiskQ Inc. links the results to our ValuRisQ platform using an API that allows streamlined risk reporting for 
prioritization of remediation activities.



Application Information
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Below is a screenshot of the display of results and how developers and security practitioners can use them to build 
secure mobile apps. Every time you upload a mobile app, you can view a summary that records app information 
such as the app name, build number, and test ID — so you can track each individual test.

Live screenshots of tests being performed on real devices

As the NowSecure system performs dynamic analysis on your mobile app, users can watch live as the tests execute 
and keep track of the assessment’s progress. Test results are correlated to the risk.



Issues summary
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Once static and dynamic analysis completes, users can review the “Issues Summary.” The summary sorts the issues 
by the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), the universal open and standardized method for rating IT 
vulnerabilities and determining the urgency of response. CVSS scores are correlated to the cyber risk score in 
ValuRisQ, and vulnerabilities are prioritized for remediation. 

The summary includes whether the issue was identified as part of static or dynamic analysis and whether the flaw 
falls within the apps’ permissions, network connections, source code, or other categories.

Once static and dynamic analysis completes, users can review the “Issues Summary.” The summary sorts the 
issues by the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), the universal open and standardized method for rating 
IT vulnerabilities and determining the urgency of response. CVSS scores are correlated to the cyber risk score in 
ValuRisQ, and vulnerabilities are prioritized for remediation. The summary includes whether the issue was identified 
as part of static or dynamic analysis and whether the flaw falls within the apps’ permissions, network connections, 
source code, or other categories.

Issues Summary by CVSS Score



Prioritization of Broken SSL 
Check Example
Clicking on any one of the issues in the summary will provide more detail. The example “Broken SSL Check” issue 
includes a description, severity score, a list of relevant industry standards (regulations) and a recommendation 
for how to address the flaw. This check determines whether the app is performing proper certificate validation or 
hostname verification. Lack of proper certificate validation could result in sensitive data being intercepted via a 
man-in-the-middle attack.

Our reports rank severity based on CVSS scores. In this example, the app tested was vulnerable to this flaw with a 
CVSS score of 7.4, making it a high-risk flaw. Users can also see relevant Common Weakness Enumeration and Open 
Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Mobile Top 10 information.

Broken SSL Check Example
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The Power of ValuRisQ
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Understanding the context of a score of 7.4, it critical to understand the risk. RiskQ Inc. ValuRisQ Platform makes it 
easy to understand if the vulnerability should be remediated now, later or risk should be accepted. As an example, 
does the SQL vulnerability impact one or two-hundred databases? What are the financial exposures associated to 
those databases? Is it $400 million or $4 million? Putting the risk in context allows for the company to effectively 
manage their cyber risk.

ValuRisQ can pull data from any cybersecurity tool including SIEM systems, Vulnerability Management Scanners, 
Advanced Threat Prevention Systems, Firewalls, IAM and PAM tools from any vendor and integrate it into our risk 
engine to provide context related to:
• Confidentiality
• Integrity
• Availability
• Incidents
• Vulnerabilities
• Threats
• Privacy

ValuRisQ provides data in a slice and dice dashboard to drill into areas of concern and identify, prioritize, and reduce 
cyber risk. ValuRisQ uses a digital asset approach that inventories systems, data types, processes and technologies 
to provide the most detailed level of information across your entire ecosystem (both on-premise and in the cloud).

For more information, to schedule a demo or to speak to one of our top cybersecurity experts reach out to us today!

Risk Exposures and Scoring from Vulnerabilities



Based on five years of research 
with the Fortune 1000 and cyber 
insurance industry and from some 
of the sharpest cybersecurity and 
risk minds in Israel and the United 
States. RiskQ provides the ultimate 
in data loss prevention and risk 
management by identifying hidden 
exposures and making sure the attack 
surface is minimized and the digital 
assets have effective protection in 
place.  RiskQ fundamentally alters the 
cybersecurity risk landscape with its 
digital asset approach and integrated 
risk platform.  Get our book ‘Enterprise 
Cybersecurity in Digital Business’ free 
with your purchase of our offering. 

About RiskQ
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CLICK TO BUY

https://www.amazon.com/Enterprise-Cybersecurity-Digital-Business-Organization-ebook/dp/B09RPMHKPC/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=enterprise+cybersecurity+in+digital+business&qid=1647716724&sr=8-1&utm_source=Amazon&utm_medium=ariel@risk-q.com&utm_campaign=Book

